
Why to backup your
Microsoft 365 suite
with Xopero?

Microsoft ensures high availability of
applications but in many cases, it
does not take responsibility for data
protection. It should be your
concern. Let Xopero become a
safeguard of your control, and
protection of Microsoft 365 critical
data.

Hundreds of millions of businesses
worldwide rely on Microsoft 365.
Since the use of more and more
SaaS applications that exist in the
cloud, many organizations assume
that their valuable data is
automatically protected.Microsoft
provides some basic level of
protection but even recommends
to additionally backup key
resources to prevent data loss.

Automatic backup

Define whether the backup should be
made once or automatically at a
specified frequency. Set it up once and
forget it - it will work as you wish…

Backup on-premise or in cloud

Choose whether store copies on your
local machine, in cloud - AWS or Azure
- or both. Accomplish 3-2-1 backup rule
and chill out knowing your data is safe
and sound.

Smart backup features

Comprehensive Exchange protection

Protect mailboxes, folders, messages,
contacts or calendars events. Restore
anything, anytime you need.

Backup Microsoft 365 Mailboxes

Choose one, many, or all mailboxes of
your company that you want to protect.
Easily set a backup plan to ensure your
SaaS data is safe and recoverable.

Backup shared mailboxes

Do you share mailboxes with your
colleagues? Don’t lose your data.
Protect them as simple as individual
ones.

Backup calendars

Protect your calendars events, task and
notes to make sure both you and your
calendars data copies are always up to
date.

Backup OneDrive

Ensure your OneDrive data is not only
safely stored but also protected from
any event of failure.

Protect all yourMicrosoft 365 data

Comprehensive protection of your Microsoft 365 suite
on-premise or in the cloud and the full range of options
for recovering data - from restoring only some chosen types
of data to entire mailboxes.

Complete protection of your critical
Microsoft 365 data with Xopero
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Accidental hard
deletions

Ensure you can restore your
deleted data even after default
90-days of retention in Microsoft
apps.

Cyber threats

Internal or external and even
ransomware attacks. Feel a
piece-of-mind with disaster
recovery and business continuity.

Legal and compliance
penalties

Avoid unpleasant consequences
and adapt your data-policy to
legal requirements - store your
data safely and access them
anytime. Manage your Monthly,
Weekly and Daily copies
retention easily.

Limit the downtime

Any event of a failure? Quickly
restore your chosen or all data to
any device and go back to work
immediately.

Xopero will protect
your data from:

Fast support

Our technical support is commonly
considered as fast, kind and helpful on
every step of configuration.

8x faster support than the competition

Central, user-friendly management

Backup and restore your Microsoft 365
suite with the central management web
console. Have access anywhere,
anytime, without installation of any
management app. Thanks to the most
user-friendly interface setting up
efficient backup and recovering data
are the simplest ever.

Compliance with legal requirements

Store your data based on long-term
retention policies for regulatory or
compliance needs. Restore exactly
what you need with granular recovery
and advanced search possibilities.

Simple yet advanced search

Easily browse through backup copies
using advanced search filters to find
particular folders, owners, dates, email
subjects and chose data for restore.

Usability andmanagement

Cross-user recovery

Restore protected data to the original
user destination or choose a different
one from your Microsoft 365 suite.

Granular recovery

Take advantage of the granular, fast,
and point-in-time recovery of only
selected types of data - folders,
mailboxes, documents or even
particular emails.

Smart data recovery

Encrypted backup

Your data is always encrypted - simply
choose your preferred encryption
algorithm and length of the encryption
key to make sure nobody can decrypt
your confidential information.

Backup optimization

We respect your storage - thanks to
incremental / differential delta and
compression our backup is faster, your
storage spared and there is no impact
on your current work.

Unlimited data retention

Store your data as long as you need
- this is another advantage of backup
optimization and incremental copies.
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